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Abstract—In this paper, a novel microwave bandpass filter structure
is proposed. By introducing a metallic via hole, the filter structure
operates as one λ/2 and two λ/4 uniform impedance resonators and
consequently form a triplet coupling scheme. The equivalent circuit
model is analyzed in detail, which shows that there is a transmission
zero in the low stopband. Based on that concept, three microstrip
filters are designed, fabricated and measured, respectively. The first
filter has no source/load coupling and only one transmission zero
is created. By introducing source/load coupling, the second filter
can create three transmission zeros. The third filter can create a
controllable transmission zero in upper stopband. The simulated and
measured results agree very well.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave filters have found wide applications in various RF/microwave
circuits and systems. Planar microwave filters are particularly popu-
lar because they can be fabricated by using printed circuit technology
and are suitable for commercial applications due to their compact size
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and low-cost integration. A high-performance planar microwave fil-
ter is usually required to have good selectivity, good attenuation level
in rejection bands and sufficiently wide upper stopband [1]. λ/2 uni-
form impedance resonators are widely used in designing filters, such as
parallel-coupled-line filters [2], open-loop coupled-resonator filters [3],
etc. Additionally, λ/4 uniform impedance resonators that can possess
higher-order harmonics are discussed in [4]. Recently, the stepped-
impedance resonator filter has been very popular due to its ability
to reduce the circuit size and to improve the upper stopband perfor-
mance [5, 6]. Some hybrid filter structures, by combing both λ/2 and
λ/4 resonator, have been proposed in [7, 8].

In this paper, a novel hybrid third-order filter structure based
on one λ/2 and two λ/4 uniform impedance resonators and capable of
realizing a triplet coupling scheme is proposed. The analysis and design
of its circuit model is described in detail. The simulation shows that
there is a transmission zero located at the low side of its passband.
In addition, it can achieve good selectivity and spurious harmonic
suppression. Further, the source/load coupling can be introduced to
create more transmission zeros; this makes its performance flexible
in practice. To verify our analysis, three microstrip filters based on
such circuit model are designed, fabricated and measured, respectively.
Both simulation and experiment verify the analysis.

2. THE PROPOSED FILTER WITHOUT THE
SOURCE/LOAD COUPLING AND ITS EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

In Figure 1, the layout of the proposed third-order filter structure
is presented. Without metallic via hole, such structure is only two
uniform impedance resonators. The via hole, having the radius r (see
Figure 1), split the low λ/2 uniform impedance resonator into two
λ/4 uniform impedance resonators; this also serves as an impedance
inverter between these two λ/4 resonators. Suppose that the signal
from the input port is coupled through the gap d1 into the left
λ/4 uniform impedance resonator and the signal is then split into
two. One is coupled to another λ/4 uniform impedance resonator
through magnetic coupling meanwhile the other is coupled to the upper
λ/2 uniform impedance resonator through electrical coupling. When
reaching the output port, the signals might cancel each other out to
create one transmission zero or more. Therefore, such filter structure
can be called as the triplet coupling scheme as usual. To verify our
supposition, the I/O ports are weakly coupled to the resonators and
then the EM simulation is made. The simulated results are presented
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in Figure 2, which shows the modal resonant characteristic of the
proposed structure. There are three resonances which correspond to
three resonators in our structure. By changing l2, i.e., the length of
the upper λ/2 resonator, the lowest modal resonance frequency will
move upwards or downwards, which means that it corresponds to the
upper λ/2 resonator while the other two correspond to the low two
λ/4 resonators. Correspondingly, the bandwidth can be adjusted. By
the way, the observed transmission zero is tightly associated with the
lowest modal resonance frequency.

In order to analyze the proposed third-order filter structure, its
equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 3. According to [9], a
metallic via hole is equivalent to a grounded inductor having the
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Figure 1. The proposed third-order filter without the source/load
coupling.

Figure 2. Modal resonant characteristic of the proposed structure.
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where h = 0.7mm is the via length and r the via radius. For example,
if we set r = 0.4mm in our design, L = 56pH.

As we can see, there are two signal paths. When signal is input
into Port 1 or Port 2, it will go through these two paths separately and
finally combine to reach Port 2 or Port 1. In some sense, they might
cancel each other at some frequencies, which means that transmission
zeros might be created. As is known, appropriate transmission zeros
might help to achieve better selectivity and suppression of harmonics.

For simplicity, we choose the same width for all transmission lines
in Figure 3 and neglect bending loss, etc. Roughly speaking, the circuit
model in Figure 3 is somewhat difficult to be analyzed directly. We
can introduce some equivalent circuits to simplify some components
in Figure 3 further. For example, in [10–13], the equivalent circuit
diagram of a three-port coupled microstrip line section is derived,
which is presented in Figure 4, where

s = j tan θ (2)

Yc0 = s
Y0o + Y0e

2
(3)

n =
Y0o + Y0e

Y0o − Y0e
(4)

Yc1 =
2Y0oY0e

Y0o + Y0e
(5)
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Figure 3. Circuit model of the proposed filter.
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Figure 4. Equivalent circuit diagram of a three-port coupled line
section.
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Figure 5. Simplified equivalent circuit diagram of the proposed filter.

Y0e and Y0o are the even- and odd-mode characteristic admittance of
the coupled transmission lines respectively, and θ the electrical length
of the coupled microstrip line sections. The method for computing
these parameters can be found in various handbooks such as [14, 15].

The simplified equivalent circuit of the proposed filter is presented
in Figure 5. For analysis, the circuit is divided into four parts, for which
the transmission matrices are derived separately; it is then cascaded to
get the scattering matrix of the whole circuit model. For a reciprocal
two-port network, the transmission matrix has the general property
that the determinant AD − BC = 1. If, in addition, the network
is symmetrical, the diagonal elements are equal, i.e., A = D. First,
let’s consider the left circuit part, including a series capacitor and a
transformer. The transmission matrix is

[TL] = [T ′L] · [T ′′L] (6)
where [T ′L] is the transmission matrix of the series capacitor Yc0 and
[T ′′L] that of the transformer, resulting in

[TL] =

[
Y0o−Y0e
Y0o+Y0e

2
j tan θ′4(Y0o−Y0e)

0 Y0o+Y0e
Y0o−Y0e

]
(7)
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The right circuit part obtain

[TR] = [T ′R] · [T ′′R] (8)

where [T ′R] is the transmission matrix of the transformer and [T ′′R] that
of the series capacitor Yc0, resulting in

[TR] =

[
Y0o+Y0e
Y0o−Y0e

2
j tan θ′4(Y0o−Y0e)

0 Y0o−Y0e
Y0o+Y0e

]
(9)

The symmetrical upper middle circuit part includes two pairs of
coupled transmission lines sections with two open-circuited ports and a
transmission line section with the length of l3. Its transmission matrix
is

[Tmu] = [T ′mu] · [T ′′mu] · [T ′mu] (10)

where [T ′mu] is the transmission matrix of the coupled transmission
lines with two open-circuited ports, i.e.,

[T ′mu] =

[
Z0e+Z0o
Z0e−Z0o

−j cot θ′3 · 2Z0eZ0o
Z0e−Z0o

j tan θ′3 · 2
Z0e−Z0o

Z0e+Z0o
Z0e−Z0o

]
(11)

[T ′′mu] is that of the single transmission line section with the length of
l3, i.e.,

[T ′′mu] =
[

cos θ′1 jZc sin θ′1
j

Zc
sin θ′1 cos θ′1

]
(12)

We can substitute these expressions by including (11) and (12) into (10)
and simplify it. For simplicity, the final result is not given here.

The symmetrical lower middle circuit part includes four
transmission line sections and a shunt inductor, L. We can also derive
the transmission matrix of this circuit part as follows

[Tmd] = [T ′md] · [T ′′md] · [T ′′′md] · [T ′′md] · [T ′md] (13)

where [T ′md] is the transmission matrix of the single transmission line
section with the length of l′4 and the characteristic admittance of Yc1,
[T ′′md], that of the single transmission line section with the length of l′2,
and [T ′′′md] that of the shunt inductor L.

We can then transform [Tmu] into the corresponding admittance
matrix [Ymu] and [Tmd] into [Ymd] in the similar way respectively. We
add them to get

[Ym] = [Ymu] + [Ymd] (14)

which has the property Y m
11 = Y m

22 and Y m
12 = Y m

21 . Then, we can obtain
the corresponding transmission matrix [Tm] from [Ym].
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By cascading the three transmission matrices, i.e., TL, Tm and
TR, we obtain the transmission matrix of the whole equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 5.

[T ] = [TL] · [Tm] · [TR] (15)

Finally, we obtain the scattering matrix [S] from [T ] for the entire
network, which is reciprocal and symmetrical.

The design of this type of filter can follow the design procedure
of trisection structure described in [1, 16, 17]. Firstly, according to
specifications, the unknown element values of a lowpass prototype filter
may be determined by a synthesis method or through an optimization
process [16]. Then, the resonant frequencies, the external quality
factors and the coupling coefficients for microstrip implementation can
be found through the following equations.
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1√
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FBW · Jij√
(gi+FBW ·Bi/2) · (gi+FBW ·Bj/2)

(19)

where ω0 is the midband frequency and FBW is the fractional
bandwidth of the bandpass filter.

Once these parameters are obtained, the initial dimensions of the
filter can be determined and then we can optimize the performance
of the filter through the EM optimization. For example, we design
a microwave filter whose center frequency is 1.94 GHz and fractional
bandwidth 5.3%. A 0.635-mm-thick dielectric substrate, with a relative
dielectric constant of 9.5, is chosen. In addition, l′1 = 25.3mm,
l′2 = 1.1mm, l′3 = 2.3mm, l′4 = 11.2mm, d′1 = d′2 = 0.2mm,
w′1 = w′2 = w′3 = 1.2mm, L = 56pH. The frequency response of
the proposed filter simulated by both Matlab and HFSS is presented
in Figure 6. In the lower stopband, there is a transmission zero whose
location can be computed by setting S21 = 0. In a word, both EM and
circuit simulations verify our supposition that our proposed structure
consists of one λ/2 and two λ/4 uniform impedance resonators. To
design this type of the filter, these three modal frequencies should be
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Figure 6. Frequency response of the circuit model of the proposed
filter simulated by Matlab and HFSS.

allocated into the desired passband. For a given center frequency, the
perimeter of the λ/2 and two λ/4 resonators can be determined by it
and then tuned to the desired values.

3. MICROSTRIP REALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED
THIRD-ORDER FILTER WITHOUT SOURCE/LOAD
COUPLING

To verify our concept, we realize our first microstrip filter according
to Figure 1. The center frequency of the filter is set at 1.94GHz, with
the factional bandwidth of 8.3%. We chose w1 = 0.3mm for the width
of the input and output microstrip for impedance matching with the
outside system. In addition, it could increase the coupling strength
between the feedlines and the filter to reduce insertion loss. The other
structure parameters are set to: w2 = w3 = 1.2mm, l1 = 14.0mm,
l2 = 7.3mm, l3 = 2.3mm, l4 = 6.8mm, l5 = 7.1mm, d1 = 0.2mm,
d2 = 0.3mm, d3 = 0.2mm, and r = 0.4mm.

Next, the microstrip filter is fabricated (see the photograph in
Figure 7). The size of the filter is only 0.243λg × 0.248λg, where λg

is the microstrip guide wavelength at 1.94 GHz. The electromagnetic
simulation is done by HFSS and the frequency response of the filter is
measured by Angilent network analyzer. The simulated and measured
frequency responses of the filter are presented in Figure 8 and the
results agree well. The measured center frequency is 1.97 GHz and
the measured fractional bandwidth 6.5%. The frequency shift might
be unexpected tolerance in fabrication and material parameters. The
insertion loss including the SMA connector loss is about 1.9 dB. The
return loss in the passband is less than −9.5 dB. The return loss might
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Figure 7. The photograph of the
fabricated filter.

Figure 8. Simulated and mea-
sured frequency response of the
proposed filter.

be reduced further, if the rectangular bends in the filter structure
are smoothed to reduce reflection. We can observe that there is
one transmission zero right below the passband. Aside from its
advantage of good selectivity, this filter performs very well at harmonic
suppression. About 40 dB harmonic suppression can be achieved from
about 2.5 GHz to 5.5GHz.

4. MICROSTRIP REALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED
FILTER WITH SOURCE/LOAD COUPLING

In the previous section, a microstrip filter without the source/load
coupling was discussed. There is a transmission zero located at the
low side of the passband. In this section, we consider our second
design, featuring the addition of the source/load coupling. The layout
of the filter with the source/load coupling is presented in Figure 9.
While keeping other parameters unchanged, we chose l6 = 0.6mm,
w4 = 0.5mm, and d4 = 0.2mm. As is well known, two microstrip
lines with a gap between their open ends can be modeled by a series
capacitor, thus creating electrical coupling between the two open ends.
In this way, a more direct signal path is introduced between the input
and output terminals.

The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Figure 10. The
simulated and measured frequency responses of the filter are presented
in Figure 11. Compared with these of the filter without the source/load
coupling, the passband of the filter with source/load coupling almost
keeps unchanged. The insertion loss, including the SMA connector
loss, is about 1.8 dB. The return loss in the passband is less than
−9.6 dB. As an effect of the source/load coupling, however we can
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Figure 9. Microstrip realization of the our second filter design with
source/load coupling.

Figure 10. The photograph of
the fabricated filter.

Figure 11. Simulated and
measured frequency response of
our second filter design.

now observe that there are in total three transmission zeros: two at
1.58GHz, 1.81 GHz in the lower stopband and one at 2.50 GHz in the
upper stopband. This verifies that our filter structure can realize the
triplet coupling scheme. Although harmonic suppression of the filter
with the source/load coupling seems to not be better than that of the
filter without the source/load coupling, it still can achieve about 30 dB
harmonic suppression from about 2.5 GHz to 5.5GHz.
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5. MICROSTRIP REALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED
FILTER WITH SOURCE/LOAD COUPLING WITH
EXTENSIONS

In [18], several second-order filters, using coupled lines with loads at
one end, are discussed. The analysis shows that coupled lines with load
at one end might create one transmission zero or more. In this section,
we use a pair of coupled transmission line with the stubs as source/load
coupling for our third filter design. The electromagnetic simulation
verifies that such structure can introduce a new transmission zero in
the upper frequency range of the filter, which might be used to suppress
specific harmonic. In addition, this transmission zero can be moved
downward or upward by only changing the length of the stubs without
affecting the passband. It is therefore very flexible.

The layout of our third filter design is shown in Figure 12.
Compared with the two filters in the previous sections, there is no
difference except that a pair of coupled transmission lines with the
stubs are attached source/load coupling. Without changing other
structure parameters, we set d4 = 0.2mm and l7 = 2.0 mm. To
inspect the effect of the length l on the new transmission zero,
electromagnetic simulations using HFSS are done. In Figure 13, the
simulated frequency response of the proposed filter, with different value
of the length l, is presented. Obviously, there is a new transmission
zero in the upper frequency range. If the length l is changed, this
transmission zero will be moved downward or upward, accordingly.
Interestingly, the change in the length l seems to have no effect on the
performance of the passband. In order to verify our supposition, we do
an additional HFSS simulation for the source/load coupling structure
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Figure 12. Microstrip realization of the third filter design with
source/load coupling with extensions.
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Figure 13. Simulated frequency
response of the third filter design
for different values of the exten-
sion length l.

Figure 14. Simulated frequency
response of the source/load cou-
pling structure with different val-
ues of the length l.

Figure 15. The photograph
of the fabricated filter design 3,
where the extensions have the
length of l = 5.0mm.

Figure 16. Simulated and
measured frequency response of
the filter design 3.

with extensions only, i.e., without any resonators present. In Figure 14,
the electromagnetic simulation results show that such source/load
coupling structure with extensions creates one transmission zero in
the desired position; additionally, the length of the extensions have
minor influence at the passband frequencies.

The filter fabricated from the layout in Figure 12 is realized with
extensions having the length l = 5.0 mm: see the photograph in
Figure 15. The simulated and measured frequency responses of the
filter are shown in Figure 16. The results agree very well and we can
observe the new transmission zero in the upper frequency range. By
changing the length of the stubs, i.e., l, this transmission zero could
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be moved to the desired location, which might be used to suppress
undesired harmonics.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel microwave third-order filter structure has
been proposed and analyzed. Based on such analysis, three
different microstrip bandpass filters have been designed, fabricated and
measured. One or more transmission zeros can be created for these
filters. Our simulated and measured results show that these compact
filters have good selectivity and suppression of spurious harmonics.
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